Persuasive
Communication
Easy and Effortless Influence
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Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are easily influencing those around
you with spoken words.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more persuasive. Write down any
positive comments made by others.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I am persuasive
I am influential
my messages are influential
my messages are persuasive
I always communicate with an outcome in mind
my outcomes always benefit everybody involved
I always dig for deeper level criteria
I naturally match body language
I naturally match speech rates
I naturally create deep rapport
I naturally find out what's important to my target
I easily generate massive feelings of rapport
I easily match the world view of my conversation partner
I naturally use persuasive language patterns
my language is effective and compelling
I easily overcome objections

I know that underneath objections are more compelling
reasons to move forward
I sense objections coming up before they are voiced
I accept objections and questions
I am a natural persuader
I am a charismatic persuader
I am a magnetic persuader
I easily persuade entire rooms full of people
I speak with enthusiasm and influence
I speak with compelling emotional energy
My ideas always win
I always come out on top
I have incredible conversational perseverance
my language is elegant and compelling
my am always thinking several moves ahead
I anticipate questions before they come up
I anticipate objections before they come up
I learn something from every conversation

You are persuasive
You are influential
your messages are influential
your messages are persuasive
You always communicate with an outcome in mind
your outcomes always benefit everybody involved
You always dig for deeper level criteria
You naturally match body language
You naturally match speech rates
You naturally create deep rapport
You naturally find out what's important to your target
You easily generate massive feelings of rapport
You easily match the world view of your conversation
partner
You naturally use persuasive language patterns
your language is effective and compelling
You easily overcome objections

You know that underneath objections are more compelling
reasons to move forward
You sense objections coming up before they are voiced
You accept objections and questions
You are a natural persuader
You are a charismatic persuader
You are a magnetic persuader
You easily persuade entire rooms full of people
You speak with enthusiasm and influence
You speak with compelling emotional energy
Your ideas always win
You always come out on top
You have incredible conversational perseverance
your language is elegant and compelling
your am always thinking several moves ahead
You anticipate questions before they come up
You anticipate objections before they come up
You learn something from every conversation

